Stage I ovarian epithelial carcinoma: survival analysis following definitive treatment.
Between 1977 and 1986, 55 patients with surgical stage I ovarian epithelial carcinoma were managed in a definitive fashion, which included surgical staging and adjuvant therapy in 51 of 55 patients (93%) and second-look laparotomy. The mean follow-up time from the data of reassessment surgery was 94 months, allowing sufficient time to facilitate the identification of one or more subgroups of patients at risk of having persistent disease or developing a recurrence. Treatment failures were detected at second-look laparotomy in 6 patients (11%), and an additional 5 patients (9%) subsequently had recurrences after being declared free of disease at second-look reassessment. Analysis of pathologic variables identified grade and substage as important prognostic factors, with 8 of the 9 deaths (89%) being associated with Broders grade 3 or 4 and/or stage IC. Within the bivariate model consisting of patients harboring poorly differentiated (grade 3 or 4) stage IC lesions, 6 of 14 patients (43%) are dead from disease, yielding a long-term survival rate that at best approximates the survival rate associated with optimally reduced (microscopic residual) stage III patients subjected to contemporary adjuvant therapy and reassessment surgery. These data suggest that intensive therapy as utilized in advanced disease, including platinum-based chemotherapy, second-look laparotomy, and innovative salvage or investigational consolidation therapy, is equally applicable to this "high-risk" stage I group.